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Basic User survey summary 

For DC Trails with Sweetpea Mobile, Q4 2016 

This screenshot shows some overall findings from recent DC Trails customers, potential DC 
Trails customers, and Amazon Mechanical Turk panelists who are interested in taking a hop-
on, hop-off tour of a major city. 



Basic, continued Persona spreadsheet 

For DC Trails with Sweetpea Mobile, Q4 2016 

This shows 7 of our 10 personas.  The other three include a tour group leader who was out of 
scope for a tourist-facing app, someone who would never take a hop on hop off tour due to 
price and safety concerns, and a “virtual tourist” who would not visit a major city. 



 

 Idea selection list 

For DC Trails with Sweetpea Mobile, Q4 2016 



Basic, continued User flows 

For DC Trails with Sweetpea Mobile, Q4 2016 



Basic, continued Wireframes 

For DC Trails with Sweetpea Mobile, Q4 2016 

Destinations dashboard page: 



Sample annotations on route map: 



Bus views: 



Stop views: 



”Find the bus” feature from Contact Us: 



Plus  Persona scenarios 

Related client work is under NDA.  This screenshot is from a side project, generating data-
driven personas for a redesign concept for Theme Park University, Q3 2016: 



Plus, continued Card sorting and tree testing 

Related client work is under NDA.  These are snippets of a redacted portfolio piece approved 
by an enterprise client who had us do a card sorting study and before-and-after tree test 
studies: 

“We conducted a card sorting study which included both current and future views and 
then performed a bottom-up cluster analysis of that data.  With our participants 
bringing deep expertise and many mental models to bear, it followed that the card 
sort categories would not standardize easily.   

“We had to perform a “standardization of the standardization”, determining how our 
standardized categories were related to one another before concluding where users 
tended to put the cards.  From there, we iteratively moved cards between our 
standardized categories until we had a simple enough list for our main menu. 

“[We] conducted a tree test using two proposed new menus and the existing menu” 

“Results: 

• Our new proposed navigation tree increased task success [users’ likelihood of finding 
items in the right place in the application] by 30% over the existing tree. 

• Our new proposed navigation tree increased task directness [users’ tendency to choose 
an item in a navigation menu without going back and forth] by 12% over the existing 
tree. 

• Since these improvements are still in development and are planned to be phased into 
the site incrementally, other results are forthcoming.” 



Premium  User interviews 

Related client work is under NDA.  This is a snippet of a redacted portfolio piece approved by 
an enterprise client whose project included user interviews: 

“In this project, we had to quickly develop a working knowledge of a complex domain.  
This application’s users are located throughout the world and are subject matter 
experts in their own aspects of our client’s business.  We began involving the users by 
interviewing current and potential users on 3 continents.  We then determined how 
they varied in behavior. 

“Based on our knowledge from the interviews, we developed a set of personas.  All of 
these were driven directly by interview data, except for one which came from a 
recommendation from one of our interviewees.  This persona set did very well at 
capturing users’ needs for an application that theoretically anyone in their company 
could use.  From here, we worked with our client to determine the site’s primary 
audience and the primary personas for each of its major sections.” 



Premium, cont’d. Usability study triage 

Related client work is under NDA.  This screenshot is from a usability study on the Thrill & 
Create website, Q3 2014.


